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1 Introduction 

The self-organizing map (SOM) proposed by Kohonen (1982, 2000) is nowadays one of the most 
prominent architectures for dimension reduction, clustering and visualization. Although the SOM can 
be outperformed regarding the three application aspects clustering, classification and dimension 
reduction by other approaches (Flexer 2001) it gained a remarkable popularity especially in the field of 
data mining and exploratory data analysis. In the last two decades more than 5000 articles have been 
published about applications and advances in the SOM algorithm (Kohonen et al. 1998, Oja et al. 
2003). One reason for this popularity might be that the SOM comprises the above three aspects of 
data analysis in one architecture and that it is straight forward to implement. Another reason is that 
there is still no straightforward scheme for designing information visualization systems for multivariate 
N-dimensional data. Interestingly, scientific textbooks about information visualization have been 
published in the last six years (Card et al. 1999, Spence 2000, Fayyad et al. 2001, Ware 2004, Chen 
2004). 

Next to the SOM one of the most proposed and straightforward visualization approach to analyze N 
variables in m observations is to map the variables to the attributes (in general shape, size, color and 
location) of graphically displayed entities, so called glyphs. However, the comprehensive glyph display 
for the entire set of m samples has just been identified as an interesting scientific engineering problem 
(Ward 2002): 

”The placement or layout of glyphs on a display can communicate significant information 
regarding the data values themselves as well as relationships between data points, ...”. 

SOMs are frequently used for exploratory data analysis in data mining projects. Such projects are 
carried out in interdisciplinary fashion between computer science experts and partner experts from the 
fields of biology, medicine, finance and so on. After applying the SOM the result needs to be 
visualized to give insight into the high dimensional data structure. So a meaningful SOM visualization 
is important for a fruitful interdisciplinary discussion. Nevertheless, we observed in many projects that 
explaining the meaning of a SOM visualization is often time consuming in the beginning and can 
become even frustrating for both parties. One reason for this is that explaining the SOM contains a lot 
of standard vocabulary from the fields of algebra, pattern recognition or artificial neural networks, 
sometimes unknown to the research collaborators from the fields of biomedicine or economics. In fact, 
we often observed that the partners had interpretations of terms like pattern, vector or similarity which 
were different from the concepts in the fields of pattern recognition or artificial neural networks. 

In addition, the data structure itself can be quite complex and hard to grasp even for an experienced 
data analyst, for instance regarding the identification of important features. This problem gets serious 
for SOMs of large numbers of nodes and/or a large data dimension. One also has to consider, that in 
most data mining projects the data may have several structural features to be discovered. Especially 
the analysis of heterogeneous clusters and outliers can be time consuming. So information analysts 
may spend some time with the data and its visualizations which can be quite tiresome and boring. In 
this case one would benefit from displays that catch the attention of the user again and again. This 
favorable display quality could be called entertaining. These observations motivate the research for 
new SOM visualization strategies to support exploratory data analysis. Before we outline our approach 
we will give a short motivation.  

One of the most powerful tools for explaining structures or relations to people with a different 
background knowledge is the metaphor, i.e. to compare two seemingly unrelated subjects. Its 
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explanatory power lies in the opportunity to describe one subject (the SOM) by the comparison with a 
familiar real world subject, well known to both parties. The basic idea behind this work was to design a 
metaphoric SOM visualization tool, where the data structure is interpreted as a cartoon for a natural 
scene, in this case an underwater scenario with a reef full of fishes. An approach for computing a 
metaphoric description of a projection result would be of valuable help to the computer scientist to 
discuss his results with his collaborative partners from biology, chemistry etc. Based on a first 
proposition of the basic idea (Nattkemper 2005) we now present the first version of an integrated 
software tool. Its usefulness is illustrated with three example applications and discussions of the result 
visualizations obtained.  

To generate a metaphoric display for an arbitrary data set one needs to set up a model of an 
environment and define a function to map the data values to the model parameters. The basic idea of 
presenting complex data structures in a metaphoric way as an environment is in principle not new. In 
the 90s some attempts were made to simulate a natural environment (for instance an office table1 or a 
living room2) and to use this simulation as an alternative interface to the command level / operating 
system. These approaches aimed boldly at a metaphoric relation between the graphics and the 
function (cupboard with sliders = file directory, mailbox = email). The overall aim was to lower the 
borderline between non-expert personal computer users and the software components installed on the 
computer. The success of these attempts to overcome some user’s inhibitions for integrating the 
personal computer in their everyday live was limited. Of course this attempt had to fail since a relation 
on such a level can not be achieved for all functions necessary in a user interface of a personal 
computer. Some metaphors were straightforward, like the mailbox for starting an email program, or a 
writing desk to start a text editor program. Some metaphors were not that clear, of course. The 
proposed metaphoric approach is substantially different from the early proposed ones. 

Another more basic problem can be identified looking at the perceptual and cognitive background of 
information visualization as described by C. Ware in his book (Ware 2004). He argues that the 
effectiveness of visualization depends on two aspects, arbitrary cultural convention and perception. 
The perceptual effects result from the basic psychophysical and biological mechanisms in visual 
perception, like perceiving two bars on a screen as connected or unconnected or perceiving two pairs 
of colors as having the same pairwise color similarity (the problem in generating perceptually uniform 
color codes).  

The arbitrary cultural conventions are the results of some long term processes of visualization coding 
inside a social community. The big difference to the perceptual effects is, that in principle, any 
graphical construct can be linked to any meaning. As a consequence for instance, the basic colors 
have very different meanings in different cultures. Successful information visualization systems are 
based solely on perceptual cues or they are hybrids, incorporating both mechanisms, perception and 
arbitrary cultural convention. A visualization just based on cultural convention must lack on uniformity 
in the interpretation by members of different social communities.  

The visualization approach presented in this paper is to combine both effects, perception and 
convention, by rendering hybrid metaphoric information visualization displays of complex multivariate 
datasets from trained self organizing maps (SOM). The visualization aims at an integrative approach

                                                      

1 General Magic. Magicap, 1994. Sunnyvale CA.  
2 Microsoft Corporation. Bob, 1995. Seattle WA. 
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Figure 1: The U-matrix approach is used to render the sea bed of an underwater habitat. Deep and blue 
valleys represent feature space regions with a lesser data density, i.e. larger inter node distances in the 
SOM. The fishes represent the prototype vectors of the SOM nodes. To enhance the three dimensional 
structure of the sea bed, a texture can be rendered on the surface, as displayed in the middle and the 
left case. Information about the data sets is given in the Applications section. 
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for simultaneous analysis of global as well as local data features. The overall metaphor used is a 
natural habitat with one type of animal, in this particular case a reef and coral fishes.  

The reasons for selecting an underwater habitat are more or less arbitrary. First, underwater scenarios 
gained some popularity and are increasingly distributed across all kinds of media, from motion pictures 
to documentary films on TV. Second, fish live as loners as well as in swarms, thus clusters of fish as 
well as single fish appear as natural. And in data mining applications one is usually interested in both 
structural features of data: clusters and outliers. Third, fishes have lots of features that can be 
parameterized straightforward and easily. In biology, fish species are generally grouped in clusters 
according to their physiological features (like blue whiptail, paradise whiptail, double whiptail and so 
on) and each cluster can be represented by a prototype (i.e. whiptail, Lieske and Myers 2002) similar 
to the idea of vector quantization.  

The sea bed of the reef is rendered to display the global features of the data set. To this end a SOM 
with a large number of nodes is trained and visualized as described in the second section. Following 
Shneiderman’s famous mantra for interactive visual data exploration ("Overview first, zoom and filter, 
then details on demand", Shneiderman 1996) the drill down to an analysis of single data items is 
realized using the strategy of glyph representation (see Keim 2002 for an overview). A new glyph type 
suiting the idea of an underwater habitat is introduced in section three. The interface of the integrated 
software tool is explained in section four, followed by some example applications in section five. The 
last section sums up the results, first experiences and conclusion. 

2 SOM-based sea bed rendering 

The self-organizing map (SOM or Kohonen map) as proposed in (Kohonen 1989) provides an 
unsupervised learning algorithm for dimension reduction and visualization which is easy to implement 

(Kohonen 2000). The SOM consists of a grid of N x M ordered nodes , each associated with a 

prototype vector u(k). The prototype vectors are of the same dimension as the feature vectors {x(i)} of 
the multivariate training data set. The training scheme of the SOM is similar to the online 

( )
,
k

n mn

k-means 
clustering. In each learning step, a training example x(i) is selected and the nearest neighbor node 

 fasdfbfb ( )
,nn m′ ′
κ

(also referred to as winner node) is identified, evaluating: 

 

The prototype vectors and its neighbors are updated using the following formula: ( )u k

 

where t = 0, 1, 2, ... is an integer time coordinate which represents the iterations of the training 
process. The function acts as a neighborhood function on the grid, centered at the winner node ( )kh tκ
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grid position . For the solution to converge, it is necessary that  for increasing t. In the 

literature,  is frequently defined in terms of the Gaussian function,  

( )n κ 0ihκ →

kh κ

 

for grid nodes . The function  is another scalar valued termed as learning rate factor, and the 

parameter  defines the width of the neighborhood function. Both  and  are 
monotonically decreasing functions of time. Some authors proposed to use other grid topologies than 
a regular square grid, like a hexagonal one or a torus to avoid quantization problems at the edge of 
the grid. However, in this work we may focus on the standard square grid, since this work does not 
aim at the best possible SOM training result but on a new visualization tool for SOMs.  

( )n k ( )tα

( )tσ ( )tα ( )tσ

To visualize the trained SOM, several approaches have been proposed: The feature density of the 
trained SOM prototype vectors is displayed based on smoothed histograms (Vesanto 1999), the U-
matrix (Ultsch 1993), or by clustering the prototype vectors (Vesanto and Alhoneimi 2000, Wu and 
Chow 2004). For the special case of very large SOMs, fish eye view or fractal view have been 
proposed (Yang et al. 1999). In addition, the SOM visualization can be augmented by text labels, as 
for instance the WEBSOM (Honkela et al. 1997) or a single feature analysis with a component plane 
view (Kaski et al. 1998). Also automatic feature selection has been proposed to render icons for 
displaying the SOM prototype vectors on a grid (Rauber and Merkl 2001). 

The U-matrix as proposed by Ultsch (1993) is probably the most applied visualization framework for 
SOM, especially for SOM with a large number of neurons. The U-matrix visualizes the data structure 
by a display of approximated data densities at the SOM grid nodes. To this end, pairwise distances 
between SOM node prototype vectors are computed and arranged in a low-dimensional array at 
positions corresponding to the grid node positions. These intensities are displayed by a height profile 
or by a colored plane (or by both). Thus, the U-matrix itself can already give a metaphoric description 
of the data density by an image of mountains. In this work we visualize the U-matrix as a colored 
height profile. We use a color scale which has been adjusted manually to simulate the color changes 
of the sea bed depending on the depth, i.e. a scale from cyan to blue to black.  

In most applications the U-matrix is displayed as a height profile, with the height being proportional to 
the distance between prototype vectors. So in the display clusters of very different features are 
separated by a ridge of mountains. Since we consider an underwater scenario we visualize the U-
matrix the other way round, i.e. we draw the depths of the sea bed proportional to the feature 
distances. An example of three sea beds computed for three training sets is shown in Figure 1. A 
description of the training sets is given in the later Applications section. 

3 The fish glyph  

Glyphs (or icons) are parameterized geometrical models that are used for an integrated display of 
multivariate data items. The idea is to map the variables of one data item to the parameters of one 
glyph so that the visual appearance of the glyph encodes the data variables.  
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Figure 2: A snapshot of a REEFSOM visualization. A SOM is trained on the wine dataset (see 
Applications and Results for details) and visualized using the REEFSOM software tool. The data set is 
separated into three densely clustered regions which can be identified as three plateaus. The data items 
in these regions are displayed by fish glyphs. The typical features for each feature space region can be 
easily identified by color and/or shape features. 

Glyph approaches can be classified as being abstract or metaphoric. Abstract glyphs are basic 
geometric models without direct symbolic or semantic interpretation like profiles (Du Toit et al. 1986), 
stars (Siegel et al. 1972), and boxes (Hartigan 1975). To display more variables or also data relations, 
abstract glyphs can get quite complex like the customized glyphs (Ribarsky et al. 1994, Kraus and Ertl 
2001), shapes (Shaw et al. 1999) or infochrystals (Spoerri 1993). Such glyphs can be powerful tools 
for a compact display of a large number of variables and relations. However, the user must spend 
considerable time for training to be able to use these tools effectively. Since the idea of using 
metaphoric display is quite natural, metaphoric glyphs have been proposed in the earliest years of 
information visualization already. In 1970, the well known Chernoff faces (Chernoff 1971) were 
introduced for multivariate data display. The idea of rendering data faces may get new stimuli from 
advances in computer graphics and animation (Noh and Neumann 1998) since a large range of 
algorithms exist to render faces in different emotional states. However, the successful application of 
Chernoff faces seems to be restricted to data with a one-dimensional substructure, like social and 
economic parameters as in (Dorling 1994, Alexa and Mueller 1998, Smith et al. 2002). Similar 
approaches use stick figures (Pickett and Grinstein 1988), a parameterized tree (Kleiner and Hartigan 
1981) or wheels (Chua and Eick 1998). To visualize the SOM in a metaphoric manner, we need to 
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synchronize the designs of the U-matrix landscape and the data glyphs. To this end we developed a 
fish shaped glyph.  

The fish glyph is used to display (i) the prototypes of the SOM or (ii) all the items of the data set or (iii) 
both. This visualization mode can be chosen in the graphical user interface (see section 4 and Figure 
3 for details). In mode (ii) and (iii) the data set items are to be visualized on top of the sea bed, i.e. the 
SOM. But, the computation of an appropriate two dimensional grid position for each data item on the 
SOM (relative to the SOM node coordinates) is a nontrivial problem. The most naive approach is to 

take the grid coordinates of the winner node ( )n κ . This approach must fail, if the number of data items 

per winner node exceeds one, since in this case two fishes must be rendered at the same position. A 

more advanced solution is to interpolate the two dimensional position of  from the grid node 

positions of several nodes. In the literature, some approaches have been proposed, most of them 
applying advanced interpolation algorithms. In our first version of the software, we disclaim an exact 

positioning of the data items  on the SOM and render each data item at a random position in the 

close vicinity of its winner node. On first sight, this strategy looks a bit crude, but it is motivated by 
several arguments. First, several solutions to the interpolation problem have been proposed and there 
is not one solution which is accepted by the entire community. Second, one important feature of each 
data item is its cluster prototype, i.e. its nearest neighbor. If the interpolation leads to suboptimal 

results, the data item, or its glyph, is rendered at a position closer to another node which 

makes it visually infeasible to identify the winner node correctly. Third, the random strategy is the 
computationally least expensive one. In this proposed software version, the fish is rendered based on 
a grid model which has 17 graphical attributes. They consist of 14 geometric parameters (6 angles 
and 8 arc length) and three color values (RGB) as displayed in Fig.4. In Fig. 2 a REEFSOM snapshot 
shows, how the color and shape of fishes, rendered on top of a U-matrix sea bed, varies. In a first 
attempt we proposed a simpler fish model (

( )x i

( )x i

( ) ,n k k κ≠

Nattkemper 2005) which led to quite unnatural fish shapes. 
The new redesign guarantees glyphs with biologically plausible shapes. 

4 Software features 

As already summarized in (Levkowitz 1997, Ward 2002), humans’ abilities for perceiving graphical 
attributes of glyphs vary considerably. Thus, the software is designed to allow a convenient 
customization of mapping variables to graphical parameters. 

The graphical user interface (GUI) of the REEFSOM consists of two windows, the visualization GUI 
and the parameter GUI. The Visualization GUI has two modes which are selected by two tabs (Figure 
3 a) and d)). The first mode is shown in Figure 3. In this mode, the user selects data sets and trained 
SOMs for an exploration session (Figure 3 b). In the pull down menu DS (Figure 3 c) the user can 
apply different normalization procedures to the data matrix. The data matrix can be normalized to a 
range of [0; 1]. This can be done for the entire data set (which is sensitive to outliers) or for each 

variable separately. After selecting and preprocessing one data set the variables ( )i
jx  , j =1,…,n of the 

n-dimensional feature vectors  are associated to the graphical fish parameters ( ) [0;1]x i ∈ n pk, k = 
0,…,16. Three parameters set the red, green and blue color hue of the fish. 
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Figure 3: The visualization GUI: Tabs a) and d) are used to switch between the two modes Data sets 
and Visualization of the GUI. In the Data sets mode, the user reads data sets into the program and 
applies selected normalization steps to the data. The user can also choose the visualization mode and 
load new data sets via the pull-down menus b) and c). In the lower half of the window the data matrix is 
displayed for the purpose of visual control. If the visualization mode is selected by activating d), the 
SOM is displayed in this window as shown in Figure 2 or Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

The remaining fourteen parameters determine the geometrical shape of the fish as displayed in Figure 
4. In the fish GUI four additional parameters can be tuned to improve the visualization (see lower part 
of Figure 4): 

• the distance between the fishes and the sea-bed 

• the distance between nodes (or the size of the sea-bed) 

• the distance between the highest and lowest U-matrix point 

• the level of detail (to enhance the exploration)  

The GUI is implemented using the QT toolbox3, the REEFSOM is rendered using the Visualization 
Toolkit (VTK)4. 

To spare time, REEFSOM can compute a default mapping of variables to parameters. For each of the 
variables the variance is calculated. The variables are ranked with decreasing variance and mapped 
to glyph parameters according to their rank positions. The order of the glyph parameters is: Red, 
Green, Blue, ark lengths, angles. 

                                                      

3 Trolltech. http://www.trolltech.com/products/qt/index.html.  
4 Kitware. http://public.kitware.com/VTK/. 
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5 Applications 

The SOM reef is computed and displayed for three data sets. 

Wine data set: This data set of 178 items is a result of a chemical analysis of 178 italian wines (Forina 
1991). The 13 variables describe the continuous values of chemical properties like x0 = alcohol, x1 = 
malic acid, x2 = ash, x3 = alcalinity of ash, x4 = magnesium etc. The wines are classified into three 
different classes. The result is shown in Figure 5 as a flight into the SOM.  

Breast cancer microarray data: We use the data of the van’t Veer study (van’t Veer 2002). Around 
25000 expression levels of genes were analyzed in 78 primary breast samples. For each gene and 
sample the logarithm of basis 10 of the intensity and the ratio (in [-2, 2]) are provided. In three steps, 
the original gene pool was reduced (mainly by using statistical methods) to 5000, 230 and finally 70 
genes forming sets of marker genes for the prediction of breast cancer outcome. For visual cluster 

analysis, a 15 x 15 SOM was applied to the data set of n = 70 genes, with each component ( )i
jx  

representing the expression level of gene j in patient tissue sample i. The result is displayed in Figure 
6.  

COIL data set: The COlumbia Image Library (COIL) provides images of 20 different objects viewed 
from different directions (Nene et al. 1996). On the entire data set a principal component analysis 
(PCA) is performed. The eigenvectors of the ten largest eigenvalues account for most of the signal 
intensity variance and are used to project each image to a ten dimensional vector. A 50 x 50 SOM is 
trained with this set and the result SOM is displayed as a SOM reef in Figure 1. 

 5.1 Results 

In the wine data application the sea bed shows three plateaus divided by a y-shaped abyss. Using the 
parameter mapping window we tried out different variable selections for the three color basics. The 
idea is to find variable selections for fish colors that correspond to the shape of the sea-bed. Such a 
selection would help to identify interesting cluster specific variables. In this example, we rapidly found, 
that the selection RED = alcohol, GREEN = alkalinity of ash and BLUE = flavanoids results in fish 
colors that fit to the sea-bed. In Figure 5 a zoom into the visualization is shown. In Figure 5 c) one can 
easily identify a swarm of green/yellow fishes (above the front plateau), a swarm of magenta/red 
fishes in the back left and a blue/cyan fish swarm in the back right. The data seems to have a clear 
global structure especially regarding these three variables. And inside the swarms, one can observe to 
which extend the other variables determine the fish shape (as for instance the bottom fins of the two 
yellow-green fishes in the front in figure d)). Also local outliers can be identified easily as for instance 
the few green fishes in the blue/magenta swarms in the back of the reef (see Figure 5 e). We 
observed that although the color of the fishes dominate the preattentional perception of the fish 
swarms, the user is able to evaluate the other shape features also, especially inside a swarm with a 
more or less homogeneous color. 

In case of the microarray data, the number of variables is much higher as for the wine data. Thus, the 
automatic variable selection for the geometric parameters is selected. The three features with the 
strongest variance are mapped to the colors. The sea-bed visualization is enhanced by activating the 
texture mapping option. This is done since the u-matrix has not such a clear structure (see Figure 6) 
as the wine data reef. Zooming into the reef, we observe that the fishes change their colors from 
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green/yellow to red to magenta to blue (see Figure 6 c) and d)). Browsing though the fishes we see 
that the shape stays quite stable, except for some outliers (see the green fish with the different ‘nose’ 
in the upper middle of Figure 6 e). So the global structure of the data seems to be strongly 
determined by the three variables mapped to colors, but the local data features can be easily identified 
again.  

 
Figure 4: The fish glyph GUI: On the top the data set, the visualization mode and the glyph type are 
selected. In the left half a fish cartoon shows the geometrical parameters pk of the fish glyph. This is 

used for associating the single variables ( )i
jx to the parameters. Parameters p12 to p14 encode the RGB 

color of the fish. For a manual mapping to the parameters, the variables are displayed in the left column 
(in this case j = 0, ..., 12), the 17 fish glyph parameters in the middle column and feature components 
associated to the particular parameter in the right column. A value of -1 encodes, that no variable is 
associated to this parameter. In this case a default value is taken. In the lower part of the GUI, fine 
tuning can be applied, parameter settings can be stored and loaded and the rendering process of the 
REEFSOM can be triggered. 
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Figure 5: A flight into the REEFSOM of the wine data set is shown. The sea bed shows the three cluster 
structure of the data as three reefs divided by an abyss. A detailed discussion of the results regarding 
the glyphs can be found in the Results section. 
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Figure 6: A flight into the REEFSOM of the microarray data set is shown. An inspection of the data 
points, i.e. the fish glyphs reveals, that the fishes hardly form clusters in isolated regions and are also 
placed in the abyss. See the Results section for details. 
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6 Summary and Discussion 

A new approach for SOM visualization has been proposed. In contrast to other works, the approach 
aims at a metaphoric explanation of the SOM to non-expert observers. The metaphoric display 
consists of visualizing the SOM U-matrix as an underwater sea bed using color and texture plus 
rendering single feature vectors as fish shaped glyphs. The glyph interface allows easy and 
convenient mapping of variables to glyph parameters. The examples show, that shape and color of the 
fishes can represent feature variables and the appealing look of the REEFSOM. We believe that the 
REEFSOM will improve SOM based data analysis by (a) making the SOM inspection more 
entertaining and (b) providing easy-to-interpret metaphoric SOM display for non-expert users. Since 
interesting variables can be identified using the REEFSOM, we implemented an additional option to 
support the analysis of single variables. Instead of the u-matrix the user can choose one of the 
component planes (Kohonen 2000) to be rendered as a sea-bed. A component plane is a display of a 
grid of one selected component i of the prototype vectors . For a SOM trained on a D-dimensional 
data set, the user can select one of the D component planes (please see the 

( )u ik

supplementary material 
of this article for further download information). They demonstrate that REEFSOM is easy to use, 
entertaining and a valuable contribution for bridging the gap between neural networks and data mining 
applications. The supplementary material also offers an executable software demo and further 
information. A first prototype of the system has been presented on the 5th Workshop on Self-
Organizing Maps (Nattkemper 2005). 
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